The aim of this paper is to introduce Nano generalized  continuous function in Nano topological spaces and also we introduce and study the relation between Nano generalized  irresolute function and Nano generalized  continuous function.
I. Introduction
In general, continuous function is one of the core concepts in topology. Abd El Monsef et al. [1] introduced the notion of  -open sets and  -continuous mappings in topology and further the generalized continuous functions was introduced and studied by Balachandran et al., [2] . The concept of Nano topology was introduced by Lellis Thivagar [5] which was defined in terms of approximations and boundary regions of a subset of a universe using an equivalence relation on it and he also defined Nano continuous functions, Nano open maps, Nano closed maps and Nano homeomorphisms and their representations in terms of Nano interior and Nano closure. In this paper we introduce Nano generalized  continuous function and Nano generalized  irresolute function and study some of its relation between them. 
II. Preliminaries
Definition
 

A Ncl
is the smallest Nano closed set containing A .
Definition: 2.3 [2]
A function 
III. Nano Generalized  Continuous Functions
and f as Proof:
   be Nano  continuous and B is a Nano closed set in V . Then
is Nano  closed in U . Since every Nano  closed is Nano g  closed,
Remark: 3. 4 The converse of the above theorem need not be true which can be seen from the following example.
On Nano Generalized  
. Then f is Nano g  continuous but f is not Nano  continuous since
is Nano closed in V . Thus a Nano g  continuous function need not be a Nano  continuous function.
The following theorem can also be proved in a similar way.
be Nano topological spaces. Then (i) Every Nano continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(ii) Every Nano semi continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(iii) Every Nano pre continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(iv) Every Nano regular continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(v) Every Nano  continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(vi) Every Nano b continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(vii) Every Nano g continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(viii) Every Nano g s continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(ix) Every Nano  g continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
(x) Every Nano g r continuous maps Nano g  continuous.
Remark: 3.7 Reverse implications of the above theorem 3.6 need not be true which can be seen from the following example.
. Then f is Nano g  continuous but f is not Nano continuous, Nano semi continuous, Nano pre continuous, Nano regular continuous, Nano  continuous, Nano b continuous, Nano g continuous, Nano gs continuous, Nano  g continuous, Nano gr continuous since
is not Nano closed, Nano semi closed, Nano pre closed, Nano regular closed, Nano  closed, Nano b closed, Nano g closed, Nano gs closed, Nano  g closed, Nano gr closed in U whereas   w z, is Nano closed in V . Thus a Nano g  continuous function need not be Nano continuous, Nano semi continuous, Nano pre continuous, Nano regular continuous, Nano  continuous, Nano b continuous, Nano g continuous, Nano gs continuous, Nano  g continuous, Nano gr continuous.
We have the following implications for the properties of subsets: 
Ng continuous if and only if the inverse image of every Nano closed set in
Conversely, let the inverse image of every Nano closed set be 
  B Ncl
is Nano closed in V and hence ,
Ng continuous. That is equality does not hold in the previous theorem when f is  Ng continuous. 
Theorem: 3.16
A function         Y V X U f R R ' , , :      B N f int 1  is  Ng open in U . Therefore           B N f B N f Ng int int int 1 1     . Also   B B N  int ,      B f B N f 1 1 int    . Therefore           B f Ng B N f Ng 1 1 int int int      . That is         B f Ng B N f 1 1 int int     . Conversely let         B f Ng B N f 1 1 int int     for every subset B of V . If B is Nano open in V , then   B B N  int . By assumption,         B f Ng B N f 1 1 int int     . Thus       B f Ng B f 1 1 int     . But       B f B f Ng 1 1 int     . Therefore       B f B f Ng 1 1 int     . That is,   B f 1  is  Ng open in U , for every Nano open set B in V . Therefore f is  Ng continuous on U . Remark: 3.17 If         Y V X U f R R ' , , :    is  Ng continuous then     B f Ng 1 int   is not necessarily equal to     B N f int 1  where V B  . Example: 3.18 Let   d c b a U , , ,  with         d b c a R U , , , ,  and   b a X ,  . Then           d b a d b a U X R , , , , , , ,   .Let   w z y x V , , ,  with ' R V         w z y x , , ,  and   z x Y ,  . Then           z y x y x z V Y is Ng irresolute, then W U f g  :  is  Ng irresolute. Proof: Let A be  Ng open in W . Then   A g 1  is  Ng open in V , since g is  Ng irresolute and         A f g A g f 1 1 1      is  Ng open in U ,
